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A paradigm shiftA paradigm shift
in fightingin fighting
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Applicability across any sizeApplicability across any size
of organisation all levels..of organisation all levels..
large enterprises to SMBslarge enterprises to SMBs

Applicability across anyApplicability across any
industry... financial sector,industry... financial sector,
gambling, property, retailgambling, property, retail

(cars, jewellery, luxury(cars, jewellery, luxury
goods)goods)

Has truly global applicability based on its scalable multi-lingual/multi-script supportHas truly global applicability based on its scalable multi-lingual/multi-script support

Does not compromise accuracy for efficiency - with Fincom, both are optimised simultaneouslyDoes not compromise accuracy for efficiency - with Fincom, both are optimised simultaneously

Total flexibility to add newTotal flexibility to add new
datasources - whether public,datasources - whether public,

private or third party, newprivate or third party, new
datasources can be incorporateddatasources can be incorporated

in minutes/hoursin minutes/hours

Applicability across theApplicability across the
regulatory landscape...regulatory landscape...

5AMLD, GDPR... KYC/KYB,5AMLD, GDPR... KYC/KYB,
onboarding and ongoing,onboarding and ongoing,

transaction screening,transaction screening,
cryptocurrenciescryptocurrencies
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Our technology is a paradigm shiftOur technology is a paradigm shift  

  from the approach used by legacy solutionsfrom the approach used by legacy solutions

This novel approach ensures theThis novel approach ensures the

Native, multilingual support -Native, multilingual support -
works across 30+ languagesworks across 30+ languages
and scripts with no need forand scripts with no need for

translationtranslationFastest results - truly real time -Fastest results - truly real time -
searches take millisecondssearches take milliseconds

SupremeSupreme
accuracy -accuracy -
no missesno misses

Inherent security andInherent security and
GDPR complianceGDPR compliance

60-90%

solution provides...solution provides...

Optimal efficiency -Optimal efficiency -  
60% - 90% fewer false60% - 90% fewer false
positives than existingpositives than existing

systemssystems

Lowest ITLowest IT
footprint andfootprint and
lowest TCOlowest TCO

Cheapest price -Cheapest price -
Fincom is at leastFincom is at least
20% cheaper than20% cheaper than
any other solutionany other solution

Financial crime is aFinancial crime is a  HUGEHUGE

3535

Than all existing solutionsThan all existing solutions

Looks beyond the wayLooks beyond the way
a word is spelleda word is spelled

solution that...solution that...LLYY

Offers a value based pricing modelOffers a value based pricing model

Requires no changes to existing systems and processesRequires no changes to existing systems and processes

Contact us forContact us for
further informationfurther information

and/or a demoand/or a demo
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www.linkedin.com/www.linkedin.com/
company/fincom-cocompany/fincom-co


